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‘‘The encyclopedia par excellence of traumatology’’.

This one is complete with precise descriptions since the

diagnosis with classifications until the treatment while

passing by the complications. Drawings and photographs

unfortunately in black and white supplement each chapter.

It is not a question, however, of a book of techniques.

Practically, all the fractures are described as well upper

limbs and inferiors that pelvis or column. At the beginning

of the book, one finds the principles general of treatment of

the fractures.

Two characteristics of this book are interesting. A table

of the various treatments with the respective advantages

and disadvantages quickly makes it possible to have its

idea and to choose ‘‘the good’’ treatment.

In addition, the preferred method of the author enables

him to personalize a chapter, when exists a list of possibilities

and thus allows to support a way of doing which proved

reliable.

The bibliographies are very complete although very

American.

The access to Internet site makes it possible to have

access to video-movies.

This book is with being advised with all those which

practice traumatology that it is senior or resident.
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